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Abstract. The paper deals with GA and GPA dynamics analysed from the position of Hamiltonian mechanics.
On the base of GA and especially GPA state space geometry and measure analysis the Hamiltonian of GA and
GPA gene energy are defined. The paper analyses both continuous (GA) and non-continuous (GA and GPA)
state spaces. The paper conclude with discussion of possible results obtained on the base of Hamiltonian
mechanics analysis of GPA behaviours.
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1. Introduction
GAs and GPAs represent interesting kind of
dynamic system with chaotic behaviours, strange
attractors and in the case of GPA with the dynamic
complexity of state-space. This dynamics is highly
complex and some researchers as [Langdon and
Poli] try to study this dynamics and behaviours.
The approaches of Langdon and Poli are based on
fitness landscapes and on program component
schema theories. Fitness landscapes approach is
useful to analysis of GA behaviours but brings
problems in analysis of GPAs due to unimaginable
and unintuitive composition of shapes described by
algebraic function – composition of components of
GPAs solutions. Program component schema
theories studies present now a large theory. They
enable to describe GA search but their application
on GPA is not straightforward. Some authors also
use Markov chains but the state space of GPAs is
too large and complicated for this method.

3. State space geometry
The first problem is state space geometry. GA
works in multi-dimensional space where n-1
dimensions are denoted to solution parameters and
the n-th dimension is denoted to fitness functions.
In the case of so-called Pareto Gas, the number of
dimensions denoted to fitness functions is higher
than one. If the parameters are described by real,
complex or integer numbers, the space geometry is
Euclidean. Remaining cases are similar to situation
in GPAs solved in following paragraph.
GPA’s state spaces are more complex. Typically,
they are spaces of operators because many
dimensions of the space denote operators. Some
others then describe variables and parameters but it
is not possible to distinguish them because situation
dynamically develops and variables or parameters
can be changed into operators and vice versa. Also
the number of dimensions in contrary to GAs
dynamically changes during computing process.

2. Mechanics
During the last centuries it took a long way from
modelling of ideal elements interaction across
Hamiltonian mechanics to relativistic mechanics
and quantum mechanics. Hamiltonian mechanics
(for more information see e.g. [Goldstain] or
[Feynman et al.]) is also interesting from the
viewpoint of GA and especially GPA dynamics and
other behaviour modelling because it is able to
solve problems of complex system stability,
deterministic chaos and much more.
The application of these advanced mechanics
systems require definition or establishment of many
terms. This paper tries to find picture of the basic
ones in Genetic Algorithm and Genetic
Programming Algorithm systems.

For example multiplication of two linear function
y=x-3 and y=x+5 gives result y=x2+2x-15. It also
produces strange grammars of behaviours as 2
parameters * 2 parameters = 3 parameters or liner
function * linear function = quadratic function, see
figure 1.
4. Space Measurability and Measures
The first question is how to measure distances? In
Euclidean spaces there is frequently used
Minkovski class of measures known in the form
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operators or components in GPAs are nonlinear,
non-continuous and thus very complicated. These
spaces are non-additive in common. Then it is
needed to define proper measure applicable to these
non-additive spaces and it complicates further
analysis.
It is possible to form hypotheses, that distance in
this operator (building block) spaces is equal to the
number of GPA steps needed for translation from
state A to state B. The role of transformations is
fulfilled by evolution operations (e.g. crossover or
mutation). Because these operations affect one or
more nodes in tree, the minimal case must be
reasoned as movement of the single operator, not
the whole tree. If mutation operation enables
movement of bigger sub-trees, it runs on the higher
speed – this fact cannot affect the distance
measurement. It means that distance is the shortest
possible way as in any others distances not looking
that e.g. crossover depends on available structures
in other genes in genome, see figure 2:
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Figure 1. Multiplication of two linear functions.
The problem origins in fact that only some GA
applications tend to this easy analysable and
applicable form of space. Especially spaces of
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Distance measurement

Figure 2. Distance of the two structures tree 1 and tree 2 is equal to 6 due to 6 different elements.
compared structures and it takes the following
form:

Of course, in the distance measurement it is also
significant, if the elements of the trees are equal or
not. On the other side there is not significant how
“far” this operators are, e.g. if the constant changes
into variable or into cosinus function. Other words,
the distance of GPA gene tree-like structures is
calculated as a number of non-equal elements. Nonequality means difference in node type, value (in
the case of constant node) or non-existence of the
node in one of trees. Because in the figure 2 the
nodes are of the equal type, the distance is equal to
6. This fact is represented by black nodes. Problem
of the measure is in the need of invariance to some
structural transformations.

D ( A, B ) = min(d (ri ( A), rj (B ))), /2/
i, j

Where rk(X) means k-th rotation of the X structure,
d means particular distance and D(A,B) is the
resulting invariant distance of A and B structures.
5. Energy
In mechanical system total energy of system must
stay constant and perturbations are possible only in
limited space and time. Classical mechanics then
knows two forms of energy E – potential Ep and
kinetics Ek ones.

In the case of tree-like structures this
transformation is the swap of left and right sub-tree
in the case of many operators like +, *, etc. Thus,
the distance is the minima of magnitudes calculated
across all spaces of possible configurations of the

E = T +V

/3/
The crucial problem from the viewpoint of this
paper is if there exists correspondence of these
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energies (potential and kinetics) in GA/GPA
systems. In this work we will assume that potential
energy corresponds to fitness measure. Classical
mechanics knows this energy as /4/:
V = mgh
/4/
Kinetics energy brings small problem, its vector
must include coordinate of potential too, but
GA/GPA does not define relationship between
spatial geometry of independent axis and potential
in common, thus constant g and m magnitudes.
Within this paper we will not estimate their
magnitudes and we will continue in qualitative
manner. Commonly, kinetics energy is defined as
/5/.
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If the genome is closed to others, it is in GA/GPA
systems the consequence of their cluster around
optima (local or global) frequently, kinetic energy
increases (genetic “gas” temperature decreases),
kinetic energy transforms into potential one.
Energies defined this way describes e.g. Simulated
Annealing behaviours (in original, Simulated
annealing explains the behaviour dependency on
temperature in opposite way).
Herein it is also need to mention significant
difference of gene mechanics against gas or liquid
one too: genes are points, matter-less artefacts, thus
the occurrence of two or more genes on identical
spatial coordinates is not prohibited.
In presented model, the GA/GPA system during its
computation time loses kinetic energy to improve
potential one. It this system is closed (no genes are
incoming or out coming the genome), it means, it is
separable, the total energy E of the genome is
constant. The conclusion of this fact is that
movement energy of genes in the vicinity of the
maxima decreases, the population frozen, see figure
3:
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In the next analysis in the paper kinetic energy will
be reason as kinetic energy of random walk
molecule of gas or liquid, thus e.g. Brownian
movement. As far the gene is from other genes in
their state space, the higher freedom is given to it
and the higher speed of its movement is possible (in
the case of crossover operation – mutation is
frequently independent on position of other genes).
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Figure 3. The movability of the genes on the base of their distance to maxima.
and analytic effort, thus the rest of the paper
remains still in qualitative level.
There are also some hypotheses pointing out that
GPA genome may contain structural energy. Such
energy might be also observed in GA genome
structure. In the future work it will be needed to
distinguish this energy from gene mass. For
example, some GA on the beginning of
evolutionary process reacts with slow dynamics,
they only re-structuralize genes and after this phase
they increase speed of its movement. It is also
interesting question if incoming on new genes in
inseparable algorithms case might be understand as
fixed or decreasing in time due the decrease of their
influence on the system in the time.

The gene in the minima is easily able to improve its
fitness by movement to any distance. The gene near
to the maxima can improve its fitness only by
movement to precise (in this case small) distance.
The probability of the movement decreases.
The scale of potential and kinetic energy is in the
Nature given by gravity constant and mass. GA on
their place knows evolutionary pressure and gene
mass (of unknown magnitudes). Working
hypotheses is that mass of gene is in relation to its
structural complexity given e.g. by gene vector
length, number of elements of the tree (in tree like
genes) or by cyclomatic complexity (the number of
possible routes in the oriented graph) if the gene
represents program. But the verification of these
hypotheses requires large number of experiments
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potential and kinetic energy of GA
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Figure 4. Example of kinetic and potential energy relationship in the case of inseparable system
energy of genome should oscillate around
equilibrium. Kinetic energy, if it is derived from
free trajectory of gene, stays constant, because this
operation is independent on position of other genes.
Interesting situation from physical viewpoint occurs
by application of genome sorting with elimination
of “wrong” genes or by so-called consolidation
(new gene is included into population only if it is
better than its parent). This way introduces onedirectional transformation of kinetic energy on
potential and thus it corms information analogue of
Maxwell demon.

When the GA/GPA system is not separable, the
energy may income and outcome the system. Thus
the total sum of energy may wary in time. Also, the
limited disturbances of energy are possible not only
in in-separable systems but also in separable.
Constant is rather average energy than immediate
one.
In the case of dynamic optimization, the application
of GA is difficult. If the system is separable, there
is observed relationship between kinetic and
potential energy. This relationship is weaker when
the significance of elements dealing out of the
system increases – see figure 4. In that case, if the
system reached to the optima, its kinetic energy is
small. If this optimum is changed, the GA system is
not able to follow it quickly due to small energy of
the genome. The possible solutions are well known
and they consist of
- The search of sub-optima only (the kinetic
energy of the genome is not decreased a lot).
- The use of large population (the changes of
global parameters of the population are very
slow and thus the increase of kinetic energy in
the optima affects only small area of the
genome).
- The use of more partially independent (slowly
interacting) populations – e.g. haploid GAs.

7. Crossover and energy
As it is mentioned above, crossover operation
achieves energy and it is possible to define
respecting Hamiltonian in the form /6/:
Η = T + V , V = V (q ) = V ( x )
/6/
In the case of GPA especially this operation
(mutation much more less and only in some
implementations) tend to change (typically to
increase) of state space dimension number (to
increase operators, constants and variables
number).
8. Ergodicity
Boltzman introduced ergodic hypothesis in 1871
and Maxwell formed its definition, see [Birkhoff
and Koopman].

6. Mutation and energy
Random mutation might increase potential or
kinetic energy and decrease opposite one. Total
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The ergodicity of mutation can be corrupted by
selection or consolidation operations as it is
mentioned above. Also, It may be corrupted by
limitation of random movement to some
neighbourhood of previous state.
The relationship of ergodicity and cross-over
operation requires more detailed analysis. By
[Lichtenberg and Liebermam] the system must
satisfy the following conditions:
1. System must be metrically transitive by
Birkhoff. The proof of this condition is not
known for GA/GPA system.
2. System must be limited in state space.
Some implementations of GA/GPA satisfy
this condition. But many frequently used
implementations of cross-over operation
might not, e.g. so-called intelligent crossover.
3. All transformations (thus all evolutionary
operations
including
sorting
and
elimination of genes) must achieve
measure.

to the initial state. The situation strongly depends
on used evolutionary operation. In the case
mutation in GA system, the cycle length is function
of oscillator (random generator) cycle length and
the number of independent variables.
Because GPA mutation and GA/GPA cross-over
operations frequently does not satisfy ergodicity
condition, they are not able to satisfy Poincare
recurrent theorem. One of the conclusions is socalled blowing of GPAs. It is the continuous
increase of average structure length in time.
10. Future research
In the future work, all open point should be solved
(e.g. state space measures, kinetics energy and
Hamiltonian) to form complete models of standard
GA and GPA algorithms (and evolutionary
processes in common). Such models have potential
to answer many questions like influence of random
number generator behaviours, chaotic behaviours of
GAs and GPAs, etc.
Conclusion
Presented paper shows the way to apply
Hamiltonian mechanics to study of dynamics of
genetic algorithms and genetic programming
algorithms. The paper points to interesting areas of
future research and forms initial hypotheses. It also
brings explanations of some problems observed in
GAs/GPAs, as dynamic optimization one.

When these conditions are satisfied, then any
dynamic function f must fulfil the equation /7/ in
the ergodic system:

1
M

∫
M

f ( X )dX = lim
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T
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M is the mass of phase space, left part represents
centering across phase space, right one centering
across time.
The problem of GA/GPA ergodicity and its
influence on their efficiency must be subject of the
future research. This research will study dynamics
of used transformations of system state – dynamics
of used evolutionary operators. It is also need to
mention that cross-over is similar to mixing in
dynamic system and it is possible that it may cause
chaotic dynamics.
Concept of the Ergodicity brings some problems in
practical applications and will not be universally
applicable to genetic algorithms.
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9. Poincare recurrent theorem
Poincare theorem tells that dynamical ergodic
system is able to return to the vicinity of initial state
in the given time. In the case of finite state systems
this time is given by number of oscillator states
(and number of dimensions because separate
oscillator in each dimension is reasoned).
In the case of GA/GPA the situation is similar.
There is finite number of states in each dimension
non-looking if this dimension is real or not.
Typically, the only one oscillator is used and the
length of its cycle determines the time of the return
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